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In 2019 the global fashion business’ growth is projected to slow to between 3.5 and 4.5 percent, with much of the
increase driven by luxury and emerging markets.

Against a backdrop of political and economic uncertainty, about four in 10 fashion executives are anticipating
worsening conditions. T he State of Fashion Report, coproduced by McKinsey and Business of Fashion, notes that
the industry is facing changes that require brands to throw out the old rules to succeed, calling for organizations that
are able to rapidly adapt.
"Optimism in the luxury [segment] is aided by their strong performance in 2018 and is fueled by fast-growing AsiaPacific economies and the continuing boom in global travel," said Achim Berg, senior partner, leader of the apparel,
fashion and luxury group at McKinsey and coauthor of T he State of Fashion report, Oxfordshire, Britain.
Self disruption plan
T he fashion market has exceeded expectations for growth in 2018, with McKinsey anticipating a 4 to 5 percent bump.
However, most of this growth is centered at the top, with the 20 biggest brands accounting for 97 percent of total
profits.
While fashion remains a growing industry, leaders overall are pessimistic. T he report notes that most of those
showing optimism were from North America and at luxury houses, with 56 percent of luxury and premium
executives expecting conditions to get better.
In 2019, growth is expected to fall from 2018, and a number of economic conditions point to a more challenging
environment. Meanwhile, companies are facing greater costs, and economic challenges were the third largest trend
mentioned by executive respondents.
Among the causes of uncertainty for fashion businesses is the impending trade war between the United States and
China and the ongoing Brexit negotiations. Fashion relies on the ability to move raw materials, talent and completed
goods across borders, making potential further disruptions a hindrance to business.

Another trend driving change in fashion is brands adopting sustainability and social causes. Driven in part by
demand from consumers, companies are taking vocal sides on controversial debates and supporting initiatives
through collections and donations.
For instance, Gucci donated to gun control rally, while Balenciaga has created lines that support Bernie Sanders and
the World Food Programme.
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Consumers’ desires for sustainability as well as newness are pushing brands to adopt alternative forms of
ownership. Younger shoppers are more apt to cycle through wardrobe items, calling for options that allow them to
easily recycle and buy affordably.
For instance, Stella McCartney worked with consignment platform T he RealReal to encourage resale of its fashions.
"Sustainability is an increasingly important priority for the fashion industry, reflecting rising concerns on the part of
consumers and companies about how to alleviate their impact on the environment," Mr. Berg said. "Sustainability for
the first time breaks into our survey respondents’ list of the most important challenges, and is evolving from a tickbox exercise into a transformational feature that is ingrained in the business model and ethos of many recent
success stories.
"T he growing consumer desire for sustainability also drives the shift to new ownership models," he said.
Along with being sustainable, consumers are prompting brands to be more transparent throughout the supply chain,
helping to earn back the trust of shoppers who are skeptical. A number of luxury brands were recently called out by a
report for their lack of transparency about their environmental and social policies (see story).
About half of millennials say they research brands before buying, making readily available details about production
and sourcing key.
Consumer behavior is also changing the typical path to purchase and how shoppers interact with brands. T oday,
consumers are more apt to get their style inspiration from external sources rather than a brand itself.
Coupled with a need for instant gratification, creating a link between idea and transaction can prove a challenge.
Some brands are turning to technology to solve the issue, such as Louis Vuitton’s visual search function that allows a
consumer to snap a photo of a look to pull up catalog offerings that match (see story).
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McKinsey also foresees fashion brands meeting consumers’ demand more precisely with technology, allowing
production and distribution to be more tailored to audience needs.
T he rise of technology and digital savvy shoppers is also forcing brands to “self disrupt,” with about eight in 10
executives naming the need for reevaluation as a top-five trend. In luxury, this internal disruption has led to rebrands
such as Burberry and Celine’s makeovers this year, as well as embracing the influence of streetwear.
In the face of up-and-coming and fast growing “challenger brands,” more established players can turn to incubators,
mergers and acquisitions and partnerships to help achieve change.
For example, French luxury conglomerate LVMH created an accelerator program focused on
supporting innovators in the luxury world at Station F, a large startup campus in Paris. Called La Maison de Startups,
the program focused on fostering innovative new startups in the industry while also allowing those startups to
communicate and work with LVMH’s brands (see story).
Emerging markets
In 2018 the overall luxury business grew 5 percent to $1.4 trillion, primarily propelled by rising demand from
affluents in mainland China.
Luxury sales in mainland China alone grew 18 percent in 2018, according to the 17th edition of Bain &

Company's Luxury Study, produced in partnership with Altagamma. T he personal luxury goods market is expected to
grow at a rate of 3 to 5 percent annually through 2025 for a value of $360 billion (see story).
2019 will mark the year that China becomes a bigger fashion market than the United States, but McKinsey also points
to India as a fashion focus for the coming year. With an expanding middle class, the emerging market’s fashion
business will total almost $60 billion by 2022, putting it in sixth place.
Consumption in India is set to reach $4 trillion by 2025, according to a report from the Boston Consulting Group,
suggesting that luxury brands may do well to invest more resources in marketing and selling in the market.
Within the next few years, India is set to become the third largest consumer economy in the world. With the lion’s
share of this growth being pushed by a newly wealthy affluent consumer class, luxury appetites could soar in India
by 2025 (see story).
"Far-sighted companies will have to make bold moves in automation and AI, and will disrupt themselves before
others do it for them," Mr. Berg said. "Fashion players now need to be nimble, think digital-first and achieve everfaster speed to market.
"T hey need to take an active stance on social issues, satisfy consumer demands for ultra-transparency and
sustainability and, most importantly, have the courage to 'self-disrupt' their own identity and the sources of their old
success in order to realize these changes and win new generations of customers," he said.
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